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| INFLATABLE | EASY | AFFORDABLE | COMFORTABLE | SPACIOUS | LIGHT | ELECTRIC | MAINTENANCE-FREE |   

ELECTRICAT 600

ELECTRICAT is the fastest, lightest and

best value-for-money inflatable solar-

electric catamaran in the world !

Designed with innovative Dropstitch-

Technology, ELECTRICAT offers a whole

new standard among inflatable vessels.

Enjoy an incomparable and comfortable

boat ride with family and friends.

Plus, benefit from a boat that’s easy to

transport to any destination and ready-to-

enjoy in less than 1 hour.

CATAIRAN®

ELECTRICAT is Ideal for enhancing your

vacation or excursion, and it offers much

more than a classic boat or jet ski. It is a

great playground for children and plenty of

space for adults to enjoy the water, sun

and shade.

Finally, ELECTRICAT is environmentally

friendly, without CO2 emissions,

sustainable and maintenance-free.

Powered by an optional solar-roof, it can

cruise electric all day without external

charging.

CATAIRAN

Spacious and Comfortable. 

Day and Overnight Cruises.
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HIGHLIGHTS & FEATURES.

SPECIFICATION.

DIMENSIONS.

ELECTRICAT 600

 Multi-chamber inflatable catamaran

 High driving comfort and stability

 For day and overnight cruises

 Design is based on Double Wall Fabric

(DWF) / DropStitch-Technology

 DWF consists of 2 fabric layers

separated by woven-in threads

 Strong connection between the layers

creates stable yet ultralight elements

 Easy and fast inflation/deflation 

 UV-stability and air-tightness

 Heat- and cold-restitant

 Light-weight and transportable

 Manufactured in the EU 

(www.hovercraft.si)

 Certified to EN ISO 6185-2:2018

 3 Years of Manufacturer Warranty

 Individual Hands-On Training

 Multiple Configurations available

 Length of Hull 6.0 m

 Draft 0.55 m

 Max draft 0.85 m

 Length of waterline 5.07 m

 Max Beam 3.1 m

 Design category C

 No. of inflatable tubes 5

 Inflatable collar volume 13.75 m3

 Max load 800 kg

 Max No. of persons 8

 Max power 8 kW

 Motor mass, max 50 kg

 Max speed 13 kts

 Working pressure 0.5 bar

 Total mass (w/o engine) 450 kg


